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Abstract
In this paper, we consider a mathematical model which describes the equilibrium of two elastic rods attached to a
nonlinear spring. We derive the variational formulation of the model which is in the form of an elliptic quasivariational
inequality for the displacement field. We prove the unique weak solvability of the problem, then we state and prove
some convergence results, for which we provide the corresponding mechanical interpretation. Next, we turn to the
numerical approximation of the problem based on a finite element scheme. We use a relaxation method to solve the
discrete problems that we implement on the computer. Using this method, we provide numerical simulations which
validate our convergence results.
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1. Introduction
The interest in mathematical problems that describe the contact of thin structures like spring, rods, and beams is
two-fold. First, such kind of problems arise in real-world setting like automotive industry, and more specifically,
in motors, engines, and transmissions; they represent an important kind of problems in mechanics of structures,
too. Second, the study of these problems represents a first step in the modelling and analysis of more complicate
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problems which describe the contact of deformable bodies in the three-dimensional setting. Even stated in a
simplified framework, the study of mechanical systems involving spring, rods, and beams gives rise to interest-
ing mathematical models, which are interesting in their own. The literature in the field includes Andrews and
Shillor [1], Andrews et al. [2], Andrews et al. [3], Chipman et al. [4], Gao [5], Hsu [6], Sofonea and Benraouda
[7], for instance. There, various models of spring-rod systems have been considered, constructed using different
contact conditions and interface laws, and unique solvability results have been proved.

This current paper is dedicated to the modelling, analysis, and numerical simulation of a new spring-rods
system. The novelty arises in the fact that here we consider a mechanical system made by two nonlinear elastic
rods connected at their ends with an elastic spring which could be completely squeezed and, therefore, the rods
could arrive in contact; the contact is unilateral and it is described using a Signorini-type condition. Consider-
ing this physical setting leads to a nonstandard mathematical model, stated in terms of an elliptic variational
inequality formulated in a product Hilbert space. The unknown of the model is the couple in which the com-
ponents are the displacement fields in the two rods. Existence and uniqueness results on variational inequalities
can be found in Brézis [8, 9], Kinderlehrer and Stampacchia [10], Lions, [11], Baiocchi [12], for instance. They
are obtained using arguments of monotonicity and convexity, including properties of the subdifferential of a
convex function. The numerical analysis of various classes of variational inequalities was treated in Glowinski
et al. [13], Glowinski [14], Hlaváček [15], among others. The theory of variational inequalities finds various
applications in Mechanics and Physics and, in particular, in Contact Mechanics, as illustrated in Duvaut and
Lions [16], Eck et al. [17], Han and Reddy [18], Han and Sofonea [19], Haslinger et al. [20], Kikuchi and Oden
[21], Sofonea and Matei [22, 23], Panagiotopoulos [24], for instance.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we present the mathematical preliminaries we
need in the analysis of our contact problem. These preliminaries concern existence, uniqueness, and convergence
results obtained in Sofonea and Matei [23], Sofonea and Tarzia [25] in the study of elliptic quasivariational
inequalities. In Section 3, we present the physical setting of the spring-rods system we consider, then we list the
mechanical assumptions and state the corresponding mathematical model. In Section 4, we derive a variational
formulation of the model, obtained using a standard procedure based on integration by parts. Then, we provide
the existence of a unique weak solution to the problem. In Section 5, we study the behaviour of the solution
when the stiffness of the spring converges to infinite. Here, we state and prove three convergence results and
provide their mechanical interpretation. In Section 6, we introduce a finite-dimensional discrete scheme to
approach our model, describe the algorithm we use to solve the corresponding discrete problems, then we
present numerical simulations and provide the corresponding mechanical interpretations. The simulations we
provide here represent an evidence of our theoretical convergence results.

2. Preliminaries
In this section, we recall some results in the study of a general class of elliptic quasivariational inequalities.
The functional framework is the following: X is a real Hilbert space endowed with the inner product (·, ·)X and
norm ‖ · ‖X , K ⊂ X , A : X → X , j : X × X → IR and f ∈ X . Then, the inequality problem we consider is the
following.

Problem Q. Find u such that

u ∈ K, (Au, v − u)X + j(u, v) − j(u, u) ≥ (f , v − u)X ∀ v ∈ K. (1)

In the study of Problem Q, we consider the following assumptions.

K is a nonempty, closed, convex subset of X . (2)

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
A is a strongly monotone Lipschitz continuous operator, that is,
there exist m > 0 and M > 0 such that

(a) (Au − Av, u − v)X ≥ m‖u − v‖2
X ∀ u, v ∈ X ,

(b) ‖Au − Av‖X ≤ M ‖u − v‖X ∀ u, v ∈ X .

(3)
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⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
(a) For all η ∈ X , j(η, ·) : X → R is convex and lower semicontinuous.

(b) There exists α ≥ 0 such that
j(η, ṽ) − j(η, v) + j(̃η, v) − j(̃η, ṽ)

≤ α ‖η − η̃‖X ‖v − ṽ‖X ∀ η, η̃, v, ṽ ∈ X .

(4)

m > α. (5)

f ∈ X . (6)

A proof of the following existence and uniqueness result can be found in Sofonea and Matei [23].

Theorem 1. Assume (2)–(6). Then, Problem Q has a unique solution.

Consider now a sequence {λn} ⊂ R and an operator G : X → X . For each n ∈ N denote by Qn, the following
version of Problem Q.

Problem Qn. Find un such that

un ∈ K, (Aun, v − un)X + 1

λn
(Gun, v − un)X + j(un, v) − j(un, un) (7)

≥ (fn, v − un)X ∀ v ∈ K.

Moreover, let K∗ ⊂ X , and consider the following inequality problem in which the constraints are governed
by the set K∗.

Problem Q∗. Find u∗ such that

u∗ ∈ K∗, (Au∗, v − u∗)X + j(u∗, v) − j(u∗, u∗) ≥ (f , v − u∗)X ∀ v ∈ K∗. (8)

In the study of these problems, we consider the following assumptions:

K∗ is a nonempty, closed, convex subset of X . (9)

K∗ ⊂ K. (10)

G : X → X is a monotone Lipschitz continuous operator. (11){
(a) (Gu, v − u)X ≤ 0 ∀ u ∈ K, v ∈ K∗.

(b) u ∈ K, (Gu, v − u)X = 0 ∀ v ∈ K∗ =⇒ u ∈ K∗.
(12)

λn > 0 ∀ n ∈ N. (13)

λn → 0 as n → ∞. (14)

We have the following existence, uniqueness, and convergence result.

Theorem 2. Assume (2)–(6) and (9)–(14). Then, Problem Q∗ has a unique solution u∗ ∈ K∗ and, for each
n ∈ N, there exists a unique solution un ∈ K to Problem Qn. Moreover, un → u∗ in X , as n → ∞.

A proof of the theorem can be found in Sofonea and Tarzia [25]. Note that the existence and uniqueness part
in this theorem is a direct consequence of Theorem 1. The convergence part was obtained in several steps, using
arguments of compactness, pseudomonotonicity, and lower semicontinuity.

A brief comparison between inequalities (8) and (7) shows that (7) is obtained from (8) by replacing the set
K∗ with a larger set K and the operator A with the operator A + 1

λn
G, in which λn is a penalty parameter. For

this reason, we refer to (7) as a penalty problem of (8). Theorem 2 establishes the link between the solutions of
these problems. Roughly speaking, it shows that, in the limit when n → ∞, a partial relaxation of the set of
constraints can be compensated by a convenient perturbation of the nonlinear operator which governs Problem
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Figure 1. The spring-rods system with unilateral constraints: (a) reference configuration, (b) spring in extension, and (c) spring in
compression.

Q∗. Finally, note that Problem Qn represents a penalty problem of Q∗. Penalty methods have been widely used
in the literature as an approximation tool to treat constraints in variational and hemivariational inequalities, as
explained in Gao [5], Kikuchi and Oden [21], Sofonea and Matei [23], Sofonea and Migórski [26], and the
references therein.

We end this section with an example of operator G which satisfies conditions (11) and (12).

Example 3. Assume that (2), (9) and (10) hold and are denoted by PK∗ : X → K∗ and PK : X → K the
projection operators on the sets K∗ and K, respectively. Then, using the properties of the projection operators
it is easy to see that the operator G : X → X given by G = 2IX − PK∗ − PK satisfies conditions (11) and (12).

3. The model
In this section, we introduce the physical setting, then we construct the corresponding mathematical model
which describes the equilibrium of the spring-rods system.

The physical setting is as follows. We consider two elastic rods which, in their reference configuration,
occupy the intervals [a, −l] and [l, b] on the Ox axis, respectively. Here, a < 0, b > 0 and l > 0 are given
constants such that a < −l and l < b. Therefore, before the deformation process, the length of the first rod is
L1 = −l − a > 0 and the length of the second rod is L2 = b − l > 0. The rods are fixed at their ends x = a
and x = b and their extremities x = −l and x = l are attached to a nonlinear spring. The natural length of the
spring is 2l and, in the reference configuration, no forces are acting on the rod. This situation corresponds to
Figure 1(a).

Assume now that the rods are submitted to the action of body forces of line density f1 and f2 which act along
the Ox axis. As a result, the mechanical system evolves to an equilibrium configuration in which the rods and the
spring are deformed. In this configuration, the spring could be either in extension (as depicted in Figure 1(b))
or in compression (as depicted in Figure 1(c)). We assume that the spring has an elastic behaviour and could be
completely compressed. When this situation arises, the current length of the spring vanishes and the two rods
arrive in contact. The contact of the two ends of the rods is without penetration.

Denote by u1, u2 the displacement field in the two rods and by σ1, σ2 the corresponding stress fields, respec-
tively. Then, the problem of finding the equilibrium of the mechanical system in the physical setting described
above can be formulated as follows.
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Problem P. Find the displacement fields u1 : [a, −l] → R, u2 : [l, b] → R and the stress fields σ1 : [a, −l] → R,
σ2 : [l, b] → R such that

σ1(x) = F1

(
x,

du1

dx
(x)

)
for x ∈ (a, −l), (15)

σ2(x) = F2

(
x,

du2

dx
(x)

)
for x ∈ (l, b), (16)

dσ1

dx
(x) + f1(x) = 0 for x ∈ (a, −l), (17)

dσ2

dx
(x) + f2(x) = 0 for x ∈ (l, b), (18)

u1(a) = 0, (19)

u2(b) = 0, (20)⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
u1(−l) − u2(l) ≤ 2l,

σ1(−l) = σ2(l) = −p
(
2l + u2(l) − u1(−l)

)
if u1(−l) − u2(l) < 2l,

σ1(−l) = σ2(l) ≤ −p
(
2l + u2(l) − u1(−l)

)= −p(0) if u1(−l) − u2(l) = 2l.

(21)

We now provide a short description of the equations and boundary condition in Problem P.
First, equations (15) and (16) represent the elastic constitutive laws of the rods in which the derivatives dui

dx
represent the linear strain field and Fi : R → R are the elasticity operators, for i = 1, 2. Equations (17) and (18)
are the balance equations which describe the equilibrium of the rods, and conditions (19) and (20) represent the
displacement conditions at the outer ends. We use these conditions here since the rods are assumed to be fixed
at the ends x = a and x = b, respectively.

Finally, condition (21) represents the contact boundary condition in which p is a given real-valued function
which models the behaviour of the spring. It could be nonlinear and it will be described below. We assume in
what follows that the spring is not damageable, and therefore, the function p in (21) has a unique argument.
Considering the case of a damageable spring could be possible.

Nevertheless, as explained in Chipman et al. [4], in this case, the problem becomes evolutionary and the
function p depends also on a new time-dependent variable, the damage function. Our interest lies in condition
(21), and therefore, we describe it below, line by line.

To this end, recall that the exterior unit normal at the end x = −l of the first rod is ν1 = 1 and, therefore
σ1(−l) represents the stress vector at the point x = −l of the first rod. In contrast, the exterior unit normal at the
extremity x = l of the second rod is ν2 = −1, and therefore, σ2(l) represents the opposite of the stress vector
at the extremity x = l of the second rod. We need this remark in the arguments we provide below, in order to
describe the sense of these vectors, which could be towards the origin or towards the rods.

Next, note that the quantity θ = 2l+u2(l)−u1(−l) represents the current length of the spring, and therefore,
condition u1(−l) − u2(l) ≤ 2l shows that this length is always non-negative. Indeed, if θ < 0 then the rods
would penetrate themselves which is not physically accepted. To conclude, the first inequality in condition (21)
represents the nonpenetrability condition.

Assume now that θ = 2l + u2(l) − u1(l) > 2l, that is, the spring is in extension. Then, since the spring is
assumed to be elastic, it exerts a traction on the ends of two rods which depends on its length θ , and which is
towards of the origin O of the system. Thus, we have σ1(−l) = σ2(l) = −p(θ) and p has to be such that p(r) < 0
for r > 2l, in order to guarantee that σ1(−l) > 0 and −σ2(l) < 0, that is, the spring pulls the rods. When
0 < θ = 2l + u2(l) − u1(l) < 2l, then the spring is in compression. We still have σ1(−l) = σ2(l) = −p(θ) and
we impose that p(r) > 0 for r < 2l in order to guarantee that σ1(−l) < 0 and −σ2(l) > 0. These inequalities
show that in this case the reaction of the spring is towards the rods, i.e., the spring pushes the rods. These
arguments justify the second line in the contact condition (21).

Assume now that θ = 2l + u2(l) − u1(l) = 0. Then, the spring is fully compressed and two extremities of
the rods arrive in contact. In this case, besides the pressure p(0) exerted by the compressed spring, at the ends
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x = −l and x = l of the rods, we have an additional pressure which models the reaction of each rod on the other
one. These reactions are towards the rods and prevent the material penetrability. More precisely, the additional
pressure which acts on the first rod is negative and it represents the reaction of the second rod. In contrast, the
additional pressure which acts on the second rod is positive and it represents the reaction of the first rod. This
justifies the third line in condition (21) since, recall, σ1(−l) represents the stress vector at the point x = −l of
the first rod while σ2(l) represents the opposite of the stress vector at the extremity x = l of the second rod.

Note that Problem P introduced above is nonlinear and involves unilateral constraints. For this reason, its
analysis will be done through its variational formulation that we present in the next section.

4. Unique weak solvability

In the study of Problem P, we use the standard notation for Lebesgue and Sobolev spaces. In addition, for the
displacement fields u1 and u2, we need the spaces

V1 = { v1 ∈ H1(a, −l) : v1(a) = 0 },
V2 = { v2 ∈ H1(l, b) : v2(b) = 0 }.

It is well known that the spaces V1 and V2 are real Hilbert spaces with the canonical inner products:

(u1, v1)V1 =
−l∫

a

du1

dx

dv1

dx
dx, (u2, v2)V2 =

b∫
l

du2

dx

dv2

dx
dx,

for all u1, v1 ∈ V1 and u2, v2 ∈ V2, respectively. The associated norms on these spaces will be denoted by ‖ · ‖V1

and ‖ · ‖V2 . Moreover, using the identities

v1(−l) =
−l∫

a

dv1

dx
dx, v2(l) = −

b∫
l

dv2

dx
dx,

and the Cauchy–Schwarz inequality, it follows that

|v1(−l)| ≤
√

L1 ‖v1‖V1 , |v2(l)| ≤
√

L2 ‖v2‖V2 , (22)

for all v1 ∈ V1, v2 ∈ V2. Recall that, here and below, L1 = −l − a > 0 and L2 = b − l > 0. Therefore, with
notation L = max {L1, L2} inequalities (22) imply that

|v1(−l)| ≤
√

L ‖v1‖V1 , |v2(l)| ≤
√

L ‖v2‖V2 , (23)

for all v1 ∈ V1, v2 ∈ V2.
Let V denote the product of the spaces V1 and V2, i.e., V = V1 × V2. Then, V is a real Hilbert space with the

canonical inner product:

(u, v)V =
−l∫

a

du1

dx

dv1

dx
dx +

b∫
l

du2

dx

dv2

dx
dx ∀ u = (u1, u2), v = (v1, v2) ∈ V ,

and the associated norm ‖ · ‖V .
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We now turn to the variational formulation of Problem P and, to this end, we assume that the elasticity
operators F1 and F2 satisfy the following conditions:

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(a) F1 : (a, −l) × R → R.

(b) There exists m1 > 0 such that
(F 1(x, r) − F1(x, s))(r − s) ≥ m1 |r − s|2

∀ r, s ∈ R, a.e. x ∈ (a, −l).

(c) There exists M1 > 0 such that
|F1(x, r) − F1(x, s)| ≤ M1 |r − s|

∀ r, s ∈ R, a.e. x ∈ (a, −l).

(d) F 1(x, 0) = 0 a.e. x ∈ (a, −l).

(24)

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(a) F 2 : (l, b) × R → R.

(b) There exists m2 > 0 such that
(F 2(x, r) − F 2(x, s))(r − s) ≥ m2 |r − s|2

∀ r, s ∈ R, a.e. x ∈ (l, b).

(c) There exists M2 > 0 such that
|F 2(x, r) − F2(x, s)| ≤ M2 |r − s|

∀ r, s ∈ R, a.e. x ∈ (l, b).

(d) F2(x, 0) = 0 a.e. x ∈ (l, b).

(25)

The function p is such that

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
(a) p : R → R.

(b) There exists Lp > 0 such that
|p(r1) − p(r2)| ≤ Lp |r1 − r2| ∀ r1, r2 ∈ R.

(c) p(r) > 0 if r < 2l and p(r) < 0 if r > 2l.

(26)

A simple example of nonlinear function p which satisfies condition (26) is given by

p(r) =
{ −k1(r − 2l) if r < 2l,

−k2(r − 2l) if r ≥ 2l.
(27)

Here, k1 and k2 represent the stiffness coefficients of the spring in compression and extension, respectively,
and are assumed to be positive. The case k1 = k2 arises when the spring is nonlinear and has a different
behaviour in extension and compression. The case k1 = k2 = k corresponds to a linear spring of stiffness k.

We also assume that

m1 + m2 > 2LpL, (28)

and we interpret this condition as a smallness condition for the Lipschitz constant of the function p. Finally, we
assume that the densities of body forces have the regularity:

f1 ∈ L2(a, −l), f2 ∈ L2(l, b). (29)
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Under these assumptions, we define the functional θ : V → R, the set K, the operator A : V → V , the
function j : V × V → R, and the element f by equalities

θ(v) = 2l − v1(−l) + v2(l) ∀ v = (v1, v2) ∈ V , (30)

K = {v = (v1, v2) ∈ V : θ(v) ≥ 0 }, (31)

(Au, v)V =
−l∫

a

F1

(du1

dx

)dv1

dx
dx +

b∫
l

F2

(du2

dx

)dv2

dx
dx (32)

∀ u = (u1, u2), v = (v1, v2) ∈ V ,

j(u, v) = −p(θ(u))θ(v) ∀ u = (u1, u2), v = (v1, v2) ∈ V , (33)

(f , v)V =
−l∫

a

f1v1 dx +
b∫

l

f2v2 dx ∀ v = (v1, v2) ∈ V . (34)

Note that the definitions (32) and (34) are based on the Riesz representation theorem. Moreover, here and
below, we do not specify the dependence of various functions on the spatial variable x.

With these preliminaries, we are in a position to derive the variational formulation of Problem P. We assume
in what follows that u = (u1, u2) and σ = (σ1, σ2) are sufficiently regular functions which satisfy (15)–(21) and
let v = (v1, v2) ∈ K. First, we perform an integration by parts and use the equilibrium equation (17) to see that

−l∫
a

σ1

(dv1

dx
− du1

dx

)
dx =

−l∫
a

f1(v1 − u1) dx

+σ1(−l)(v1(−l) − u1(−l)) − σ1(a)(v1(a) − u1(a)).

Next, since v1(a) = u1(a) = 0, we deduce that

−l∫
a

σ1

(dv1

dx
− du1

dx

)
dx =

−l∫
a

f1(v1 − u1) dx + σ1(−l)(v1(−l) − u1(−l)). (35)

A similar argument leads to equality

b∫
l

σ2

(dv2

dx
− du2

dx

)
dx =

b∫
l

f2(v2 − u2) dx − σ2(l)(v2(l) − u2(l)). (36)

Moreover, using notation (30) and equality σ1(−l) = σ2(l) in condition (21), we write

σ1(−l)(v1(−l) − u1(−l)) − σ2(l)(v2(l) − u2(l))

= σ1(−l)
(
v1(−l) − v2(l) − u1(−l) + u2(l)

)
= σ1(−l)

(
θ(u) − θ(v)

)
= (

σ1(−l) + p(θ(u))
)(

θ(u) − θ(v)
) − p(θ(u))

(
θ(u) − θ(v)

)
.
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Therefore,

σ1(−l)(v1(−l) − u1(−l)) − σ2(l)(v2(l) − u2(l)) (37)

= (
σ1(−l) + p(θ(u))

)
θ(u) − (

σ1(−l) + p(θ(u))
)
θ(v)

−p(θ(u))
(
θ(u) − θ(v)

)
.

Then, using (21) and definition (31) of the set K it is easy to see that(
σ1(−l) + p(θ(u))

)
θ(v) ≤ 0,(

σ1(−l) + p(θ(u))
)
θ(u) = 0,

hence (37) implies that

σ1(−l)(v1(−l) − u1(−l)) − σ2(l)(v2(l) − u2(l)) (38)

≥ −p(θ(u))
(
θ(u) − θ(v)

)
.

We now combine (35), (36) and (38) and use the definitions (33) and (34) to deduce that

−l∫
a

σ1

(dv1

dx
− du1

dx

)
dx +

b∫
l

σ2

(dv2

dx
− du2

dx

)
dx (39)

+j(u, v) − j(u, u) ≥ (f , v − u)V ∀ v ∈ K.

We now substitute the constitutive laws (15) and (16) in equation (39) and use definition (32) of the operator
A to obtain the following variational formulation of Problem P in term of displacements.

Problem PV . Find a displacement field u such that the inequality below holds:

u ∈ K, (Au, v − u)V + j(u, v) − j(u, u) ≥ (f , v − u)V ∀ v ∈ K. (40)

Our existence and uniqueness result in the study of Problem PV is the following.

Theorem 4. Assume (24)–(26), (28) and (29). Then, Problem PV has a unique solution u ∈ K.

Proof. We use Theorem 1 on the space X = V . First, it is easy to see that the set K given by equation (31)
satisfies condition (2). Next, we use assumptions (24) and (25) to see that the operator A defined by (32) satisfies
the inequalities:

(Au − Av, u − v)V ≥ (m1 + m2) ‖u − v‖2
V ∀ u, v ∈ V ,

‖Au − Av‖V ≤ (M1 + M2)‖u − v‖V ∀ u, v ∈ V .

This implies that condition (3) holds, too, with m = m1 +m2. Next, we turn on the properties of the function
j defined by (33). Let η ∈ V . We note that the functional j(η, ·) is an affine continuous function and, therefore,
is convex and lower semicontinuous. Consider now the elements η = (η1, η2), η̃ = (̃η1, η̃2), v = (v1, v2), ṽ =
(̃v1, ṽ2) ∈ V . Then, using definition (33), assumption (26)(b) and inequalities (23), we find that

j(η, ṽ) − j(η, v) + j(̃η, v) − j(̃η, ṽ) = (
p(θ(η)) − p(θ (̃η)

)(
θ(v)) − θ (̃v))

)
≤ Lp

(|η1(−l) − η̃1(−l)| + |η2(l) − η̃2(l)|)(|v1(−l) − ṽ1(−l)| + |v2(l) − ṽ2(l)|)
≤ LpL

(‖η1 − η̃1‖V1 + ‖η2 − η̃2‖V2

)(‖v1 − ṽ1‖V1 + ‖v2 − ṽ2‖V2

)
.
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Next, using the inequalities,

‖η1 − η̃1‖V1 + ‖η2 − η̃2‖V2 ≤
√

2 ‖η − η̃‖V ,

‖v1 − ṽ1‖V1 + ‖v2 − ṽ2‖V2 ≤
√

2 ‖v − ṽ‖V

we deduce that
j(η, ṽ) − j(η, v) + j(̃η, v) − j(̃η, ṽ) ≤ 2LpL ‖η − η̃‖V‖v − ṽ‖V . (41)

Inequality (41) shows that j satisfies condition (4) with α = 2LpL. Moreover, using assumption (28) we
deduce that the smallness condition (5) holds, too. Theorem 4 is now a direct consequence of Theorem 1. �

Once the displacement field u = (u1, u2) is known, the stress field σ = (σ1, σ2) can be easily obtained using
the constitutive laws (15) and (16). A couple (u, σ ) with u = (u1, u2) and σ = (σ1, σ2) which satisfies (15),
(16) and (40) is called a weak solution to contact Problem P. We conclude by Theorem 4 that Problem P has a
unique weak solution.

5. Convergence results
In this section, we apply Theorem 2 in the study of Problem PV . To this end, everywhere below, we assume that
(24)–(26), (28) and (29) hold, even if we do not mention it explicitly.

Consider now a function q which satisfies the following condition:⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(a) q : R → R.

(b) There exists Lq > 0 such that
|q(r1) − q(r2)| ≤ Lq |r1 − r2| ∀ r1, r2 ∈ R.

(c) (q(r1) − q(r2))(r1 − r2) ≤ 0 ∀ r1, r2 ∈ R.

(c) q(r) ≥ 0 if r ≤ 2l and q(r) ≤ 0 if r ≥ 2l.

(42)

Then, we use the Riesz representation theorem to define the operator G : V −→ V by equality

(Gu, v)V = q(θ(u))v1(−l) − q(θ(u))v2(l) ∀ u = (u1, u2), v = (v1, v2) ∈ V . (43)

We note that
(Gu, v)V = q(θ(u))(2l − θ(v)) ∀ u = (u1, u2), v = (v1, v2) ∈ V (44)

and, combining this equality with the properties of the functions q and θ , we deduce that

G : V → V is a monotone Lipschitz continuous operator. (45)

Consider now a sequence {λn} ⊂ R such that λn > 0. For each n ∈ N denote by Pn
V the following penalty

version of Problem PV .

Problem Pn
V . Find un such that

un ∈ K, (Aun, v − un)V + 1

λn
(Gun, v − un)V + j(un, v) − j(un, un) (46)

≥ (f , v − un)V ∀ v ∈ K.

Then, arguments similar to those used in the proof of Theorem 4, based on properties (45) and Theorem 1,
imply that Problem Pn

V has a unique solution un ∈ K, for each n ∈ N.
We now define the sets K ′, K ′′ and K ′′′ by equalities:

K ′ = {v = (v1, v2) ∈ V : θ(v) ≥ 2l }, (47)

K ′′ = {v = (v1, v2) ∈ V : 0 ≤ θ(v) ≤ 2l }, (48)

K ′′′ = {v = (v1, v2) ∈ V : θ(v) = 2l }. (49)
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We associate to these sets the following inequality problems.

Problem P ′
V . Find a displacement field u′ such that the inequality below holds:

u′ ∈ K ′, (Au′, v − u′)V + j(u′, v) − j(u′, u′) ≥ (f , v − u′)V ∀ v ∈ K ′. (50)

Problem P ′′
V . Find a displacement field u′′ such that the inequality below holds:

u′′ ∈ K ′′, (Au′′, v − u′′)V + j(u′′, v) − j(u′′, u′′) ≥ (f , v − u′′)V ∀ v ∈ K ′′. (51)

Problem P ′′′
V . Find a displacement field u′′′ such that the inequality below holds:

u′′′ ∈ K ′′′, (Au′′′, v − u′′′)V + j(u′′′, v) − j(u′′′, u′′′) ≥ (f , v − u′′′)V ∀ v ∈ K ′′′. (52)

Note that these problems are similar to Problem PV , the only difference arising in the fact that here the set
of constraints K was successively replaced by the sets K ′, K ′′ and K ′′′, respectively. Nevertheless, since these
sets are nonempty convex closed subsets of V , we deduce that each of Problems P ′

V , P ′′
V and P ′′′

V has a unique
solution, denoted in what follows by u′, u′′ and u′′′, respectively.

Next, we assume that the function q successively satisfies one of the following additional conditions:⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
(i) q(r) = 0 if and only if r ≥ 2l.

(ii) q(r) = 0 if and only if r ≤ 2l.

(iii) q(r) = 0 if and only if r = 2l

(53)

Note that examples of functions q which satisfy the above conditions can be easily constructed. For instance,
an example of a function q which satisfies (42) and (53)(i) is given by

q(r) =
{

2l − r if r < 2l,

0 if r ≥ 2l.
(54)

Moreover, an example of a function q which satisfies (42) and (53)(ii) is given by

q(r) =
{

0 if r < 2l,

2l − r if r ≥ 2l.
(55)

We now state and prove our main result in this section.

Theorem 5. Under assumptions (24)–(26), (28), (29), (42), (13) and (14), the following statements hold.
(a) If the function q satisfies condition (53) (i), then un → u′ in V .
(b) If the function q satisfies condition (53) (ii), then un → u′′ in V .
(c) If the function q satisfies condition (53) (iii), then un → u′′′ in V .

Proof. (a) We apply Theorem 2 with X = V and K∗ = K ′. Since the rest of the conditions in this theorem are
obviously satisfied, we only have to check that the operator G satisfies conditions (12), that is{

(a) (Gu, v − u)V ≤ 0 ∀ u ∈ K, v ∈ K ′,

(b) u ∈ K, (Gu, v − u)V = 0 ∀ v ∈ K ′ =⇒ u ∈ K ′.
(56)

Let u ∈ K and v ∈ K ′. Then, using definition (47) and condition (53)(i), we find that q(θ(v)) = 0. Therefore,
using (44), we have

(Gu, v − u)V = q(θ(u))(θ(u) − θ(v)) = (q(θ(u)) − q(θ(v)))(θ(u) − θ(v))
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and, invoking assumption (42)(c), we deduce that (Gu, v − u)V ≤ 0. Assume now that (Gu, v − u)V = 0 for all
v ∈ K ′. Then

q(θ(u))(θ(u) − θ(v)) = 0 ∀ v ∈ K ′,

which implies that either θ(u) = θ(v) or q(θ(u)) = 0. We use definition (47) and assumption (53)(i) to deduce
that in both cases θ(u) ≥ 2l and, therefore, u ∈ K ′. It follows from above that condition (56) is satisfied, which
concludes the proof of this part.

(b, c) We apply Theorem 2 with X = V and K∗ = K ′′, K∗ = K ′′′, respectively. The arguments are similar to
those use in the part (a) of the proof and, therefore, we skip the details. �

We end this section with the following mechanical interpretation of Theorem 5:

(a) First, Problem Pn
V represents the variational formulation of a version of Problem P in which condition

(21) is replaced by condition⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
θ(u) ≥ 0,

σ1(−l) = σ2(l) = −p(θ(u)) − 1
λn

q(θ(u)) if θ(u) > 0,

σ1(−l) = σ2(l) ≤ −p(θ(u)) − 1
λn

q(θ(u)) if θ(u) = 0.

(57)

It models the equilibrium of the spring-rods system in the case when the behaviour of the spring is described
with the function p + 1

λn
q, in which 1

λn
can be interpreted as an additional stiffness coefficient.

(b) Second, Problem P ′
V represents the variational formulation of a version of Problem P in which the

condition (21) is replaced by the condition⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
θ(u) ≥ 2l,

σ1(−l) = σ2(l) = −p(θ(u)) if θ(u) > 2l,

σ1(−l) = σ2(l) ≤ −p(θ(u)) if θ(u) = 2l.

(58)

It models the equilibrium of the spring-rods system in the limit case when the spring behaves like a rigid in
compression but it behaves elastically in extension. Theorem 5(a) shows that, whichever are the applied forces,
the weak solution of this problem can be approached by the weak solution of Problem P with a large stiffness
in compression, provided that the stiffness in extension does not change.

(c) Third, Problem P ′′
V represents the variational formulation of a version of Problem P in which the

condition (21) is replaced by the condition⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
0 ≤ θ(u) ≤ 2l,

σ1(−l) = σ2(l) = −p(θ(u)) if 0 ≤ θ(u) < 2l,

σ1(−l) = σ2(l) ≤ −p(θ(u)) if θ(u) = 2l.

(59)

It models the equilibrium of the spring-rods system in the limit case when the spring behaves as rigid in
extension, but it behaves elastically in compression. Theorem 5(b) shows that, whichever are the applied forces,
the weak solution of this problem can be approached by the weak solution of Problem P with a large stiffness
in extension, provided that the behaviour of the spring in compression does not change.

(d) Finally, Problem P ′′′
V represents the variational formulation of a version of Problem P in which the

condition (21) is replaced by the condition {
θ(u) = 2l,

σ1(−l) = σ2(l) = 0.
(60)

It models the equilibrium of the spring-rods system in the limit case when the spring behaves as rigid in both
extension and compression. Theorem 5(c) shows that, whichever are the applied forces, the weak solution of
this problem can be approached by the weak solution of Problem P with a large stiffness in both extension and
compression.
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6. Numerical simulations
In this section, we present numerical simulations in the study of Problem PV , which illustrate the theoretical
results obtained in previous sections. For simplicity, we restrict ourselves to the case when the elasticity oper-
ators Fi (with i = 1, 2) are linear, do not depend on the spatial variable x and the function p is given by (27).
Therefore, we assume that Fi : R → R are given by

F1(x, r) = E1r ∀x ∈ (a, −l), r ∈ R, F2(x, r) = E2r ∀x ∈ (l, b), r ∈ R,

where E1 and E2 represent the Young moduli of the rods. Let p̂ : R → R be the function defined by

p̂(r) = −
r∫

2l

p(s) ds =
{

k1
2 (r − 2l)2 if r < 2l,
k2
2 (r − 2l)2 if r ≥ 2l.

(61)

Since p is a decreasing function it follows that p̂ is a convex function and, therefore, using the subgradient
inequality, we deduce that

p̂(s) − p̂(r) ≥ −p(r)(s − r) ∀ r, s ∈ R. (62)

Therefore, using equations (33) and (62), and notation

ϕ(v) = p̂(θ(v)) ∀ v ∈ V , (63)

we deduce that
ϕ(v) − ϕ(u) ≥ j(u, v) − j(u, u) ∀ u, v ∈ V ,

which shows that, if u satisfies the inequality (40), then

u ∈ K, (Au, v − u)V + ϕ(v) − ϕ(u) ≥ (f , v − u)V ∀ v ∈ K. (64)

Moreover, since a well-known existence and uniqueness result implies that inequality (64) has a unique
solution, we deduce that inequalities (40) and (64) are equivalent.

Note also that assumptions (61) imply that the operator A is linear and symmetric. Therefore, using notation

F(v) = 1

2
(Av, v)V + ϕ(v) − (f , v)V ∀ v ∈ V . (65)

combined with a standard argument, we find that Problem PV is equivalent with the following minimization
problem.

Problem P̂V . Find a displacement field u such that the inequality below holds:

u ∈ K, F(u) ≤ F(v) ∀ v ∈ K. (66)

It follows from above that the numerical approximation of Problem PV could be carried out using the
numerical approximation of its equivalent formulation P̂V . We use this idea, and to perform the numerical
approximation, we use arguments based on the finite element method (FEM). Since the topic is standard, we
skip the details. Nevertheless, we mention the following: we used continuous piecewise affine finite elements in
order to approach the solution of problem (66); the code created to perform these simulations can be found in
the repository https://github.com/KOS-UJ/Spring-Rods-System-Approximation; the approximate solution is the
vector of displacement of discrete points in the rods, which minimizes the functional F given by (65), approx-
imated with FEM; the minimization problem (66) is solved using the Sequential Least Squares Programming
implementation from the SciPy package for scientific computation Virtanen et al. [27].

In the numerical experiments below, we use the following data:

a = −1, b = 1, l = 0.5, E1 = E2 = 1.

This choice makes the system symmetric in the reference configuration, when the forces are not applied.
Note that, here and below, for simplicity, we do not indicate the units associated to the data and unknowns. In
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Figure 2. Numerical results for Experiment 1. (a) Equilibrium configuration, (b) Displacement of the ends of rods, and (c) Stress on
the ends of rods.

addition, as already mentioned, we consider a nonlinear spring whose behaviour is described by the function
p given by equation (27). Since in the equilibrium state a spring cannot be simultaneously compressed and
extended, we remark that a single simulation depends only on one stiffness parameter k1 or k2, and never on
both. Finally, we assume that the densities of body forces are constant and will be described below. Therefore,
it is easy to check that the above data satisfy assumptions (24)–(26) and (29), and to ensure the smallness
assumption (28), the spring stiffness coefficients are chosen such that ki ∈ (0, 2), i = 1, 2.

Our numerical results are shown in Figures 2–7 and are described as below.

Experiment 1. We consider the spring-rods system in which the body forces act on the rods toward the spring,
i.e., f1 = 1, f2 = −1. This implies the compression of the spring which pushes the ends of the rods. This
situation corresponds to the one shown in Figure 1 (c). The numerical results for this experiment show that, in
the equilibrium configuration, the length of each rods reduces as the stiffness coefficient k1 increases. Moreover,
the magnitude of the displacements fields at the end of the rods decreases as k1 increases while the magnitude
of the corresponding stress vectors increases with k1. The details are presented in Figure 2.

Experiment 2. In the second experiment, the body forces are acting towards the rods, i.e., f1 = −1, f2 = 1.
The spring is then extended and pulls the ends of the rods. This situation is depicted in Figure 1 (b). The values
of the displacements and stresses at the ends of the rods are plotted in Figure 3, for which we have similar
comments to those concerning Figure 2.

Experiment 3. This experiment models the behaviour of the system when no body force is applied to the right
rod and a body force is applied to the left rod, which pushes it into the spring, i.e., f1 = 1, f2 = 0. It can be
seen that the spring transmits the force applied to the left rod, so it pushes the end of the right rod, causing its
compression. As the spring stiffness coefficient k1 increases, the magnitude of the displacements of the ends of
the rods decreases. The value of the corresponding stress at the end of the rods is increasing with k1. The details
are presented in Figure 4.

Experiment 4. This experiment refers to the spring-rods system with equal body forces applied to the both
rods, i.e., f1 = f2 = 1. In Figure 5 (a) and (b) it can be seen that the displacements of the ends of the two rods
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Figure 3. Numerical results for Experiment 2. (a) Equilibrium configuration, (b) Displacement of the ends of rods, and (c) Stress on
the ends of rods.

Figure 4. Numerical results for Experiment 3. (a) Equilibrium configuration, (b) Displacement of the ends of rods, and (c) Stress on
the ends of rods.
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Figure 5. Numerical results for Experiment 4. (a) Equilibrium configuration, (b) Displacement of the ends of rods, and (c) Stress on
the ends of rods.

are the same. Therefore, the length of the spring remains unchanged. This shows that the spring moves as if it
were rigid, and it does not act on the rods with any reactive force, as shown in Figure 5 (c).

Experiment 5. This experiment refers to the numerical validation of the convergence result in Theorem 5
(a). Let u′ denote the solution of problem (50), which models the case when the spring behaves rigidly in
compression, see equation (58). We perform simulation for the solution of problem (46) with f1 = 1, f2 = −1,
k1 = k2 = 1, q given by (54) and λn = 1

2n−3 , for various values of n ∈ N. The solution of this problem is denoted

by un and is obtained by considering an approximating method for the solution of a minimization Problem P̂n

V

similar to Problem P̂V . We see that for n large enough the length of the spring approaches the initial length
2l = 1, as shown in Figure 6 (a) and (d). In Figure 6 (b) we plot the values of the norm ‖un − u′‖V and note
that it converges to zero as n → ∞. The evolution of displacements at the ends of the rods is plotted in Figure
6 (c). It follows from there that for n large enough the corresponding displacements are zero and, in exchange,
the length of the spring is 2l. All these results show that for λn small enough, the solution of the penalized
Problem Pn

V approaches the solution of Problem PV , in which the spring has a rigid behaviour in compression.
They represent a numerical validation of the convergence result in Theorem 5 (a).

Experiment 6. The experiment refers to the numerical validation of the convergence result in Theorem 5 (b).
Let u′′ denote the solution of problem (51), which models the case when the spring behaves rigidly in extension,
see equation (59). We perform simulation for the solution of problem (46) with f1 = 1, f2 = −1, k1 = k2 = 1,
q given by equation (55) and λn = 1

2n−3 , for various values of n ∈ N. The solution of this problem is denoted
by un and, again, it is obtained by considering an approximating method for the solution of a minimization
Problem P̂n

V similar to Problem P̂V . Our results are presented in Figure 7 and have a similar interpretation
as those of the previous experiment: for n large enough the length of the spring approaches the initial length
2l = 1, the norm ‖un − u′′‖V converges to zero as n → ∞, the evolution of displacements at the ends of the
rods vanish for n large enough. All these resuslts show that for λn small enough the solution of the penalized
Problem Pn

V approaches the solution of Problem PV , in which the spring has a rigid behaviour in extension.
They represent a numerical validation of the convergence result in Theorem 5 (b).
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Figure 6. Numerical validation of the convergence un → u′ as λn → 0. (a) Equilibrium configuration, (b) Norm of the approximation
error, (c) Displacement of ends of rods, (c) Stress on the ends of rods, and (d) Length of spring.

Figure 7. Numerical validation of the convergence un → u′′ as λn → 0. (a) Equilibrium configuration, (b) Norm of the approximation
error, (c) Displacement of ends of rods, and (d) Length of spring.
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